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Bruhin: Thomas A. Bruhin, 1835-1895

Theology His Profession, Botany His Passion:
Thomas A. Bruhin, 1835-1895
Herbert Bruhin
In the little town of Schwyz, in the heart of the Swiss Confederation, on
April 20, 1642, the joyous strains of Easter Mass had scarcely died away when
a cry of "Fire!" was raised. Less than two hours later, the greater part of the
town, which lies at the foot of the twin Mythen peaks about an hour's journey
from Lake Lucerne, was a smoking ruin. Among the 4 7 houses destroyed were
the presbytery, dating from 1594, the school, two inns, the mill with the mint,
and the church with its tower and bells. Fortunately, it had been possible to
rescue the parish registers, the council minutes and the greater part of the civic
charters, together with a large number of organ-pipes.
The disaster stimulated an economic effort in the whole region. Among the
people who came to help with reconstruction was Oswald Bruhin from
Menzingen in neighboring Canton Zug. There he was also known variously as
Bruchi, Bruchli, Bruhi, or Bruhy. The names signify "land-breaking", in other
words farming. His forebears were already established there in 1331 as
rent-paying tenants of Einsiedeln Abbey in Canton Schwyz.
However, agriculture alone could not support them all; therefore many of
them took up a craft, left the district, or enlisted as mercenary soldiers. Arnold
Bruchi, for example, turned his coat and went over to the Austrian house of
Habsburg, the bane of the Swiss Confederates. Under his new masters he
attained the post of bailiff in Windegg Castle in the Gaster region at the upper
end of Lake Zurich. In 1388 he was instrumental in smuggling Austrian troops
into the little town of Wees en, where they massacred the Confederate garrison.
His leading role in this atrocity is a blot on the history of the Bruhin family.
He was finally obliged to save his skin by flight. In the fifteenth century several
Bruhins were citizens ofWinterthur, where they attained high office.
The most ambivalent figure of them all may well be Melchior Bruy of
Menzingen. He studied at the Universities of Dillingen and Ingolstadt in
Germany. Then, like his father and grandfather before him, he entered the
service of Austria and took part in campaigns in Germany and Italy, for which
he was raised to the nobility by the Emperor Ferdinand II in 1630. His end,
however, was less glorious - he is said to have been accused of spying and
was beheaded. Although many children were born to them, the Menzingen
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Bruhins slowly diminished in number
as a result of infant mortality and service
in foreign armies. The name
disappears there in 1715, and the line
would have come to an end had it not
been for Oswald, already mentioned.
He was probably related to the
Sebastian who was one of the three
donors of a stained-glass panel now
in the Hermitage Museum in St.
Petersburg. It depicts Mary with the
infant Jesus, the Apostle Peter and St.
Nicholas von Fliie, together with
pictures of craft activities and the
arms of three Menzingen men,
Melchior Bruy of Menzingen, Canton Zug,
including the shoemaker's shield of
Switzerland, Knight ofHis Majesty Emperor Sebastian Bruy. How this and eleven
Ferdinand, 1639
other glass panels came to leave
Switzerland for Russia is unclear.
They may have been part of the booty
of the French invaders of the nineteenth century or of Russian troops in transit.
After the great fire, the young Oswald moved to Rickenbach above
Schwyz. There he soon fell in love with Barbara Spani, whom he married in
1644. With their union the couple saved the Menzingen Bruhins from
extinction. The direct descendants of Oswald and Barbara number 321 in
twelve generations. Of the 149 males, 69 married, and today half a dozen male
Bruhins carry the responsibility for the survival of the Menzingen line. In
Switzerland as a whole, however, there are still more than a thousand families
of the name ofBruhin, but these belong to the line with the bear's paw in their
coat of arms.
Early Life

On May 21, 183 5, was born a baby boy, the 192nd direct descendant in the
fifth generation after the immigrant Oswald Bruhin of Menzingen. Already the
next day, as was then the custom, he was baptized in the parish church of St.
Martin in Schwyz and given the names Joseph Gottfried Anton. (In later life
he would from a certain point onwards adopt the name Thomas Aquinas, while
in the love-letters that he sent to his sweetheart he called himself Abelard and
her Heloise, having discerned various parallels in their situation to that of the
monk Abelard and his young pupil Heloise, who were lovers more than nine
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hundred years earlier. 1 Abelard contradicted the Pope in certain theological
matters and calmly faced the resulting prospect of excommunication.)
Joseph Gottfried Anton's father was an able and respected master joiner
who for several years owned the White Horse Inn and Baths in Seewen not far
from Schwyz. Only three months after Gottfried's birth, his father died of
pulmonary tuberculosis. His mother,2 now a widow, already had two daughters
one and four years old to support, whereas the first-born son Peter Melchior
had died as an infant. To crown all, a nine-year-old girl (her husband's
daughter by his first, deceased wife), whom she had cared for as her own, died
a few months later, presumably also of tuberculosis. Soon after the death of her
husband, Josepha felt incapable of carrying on the extensive business. Selling
the property, she removed to Zug and devoted herself entirely to bringing up
her children, an effort in which prayer occupied an important part from the
outset.
Close to Josepha's house in Zug lived a well-known physician. In those
days, medical practitioners prepared their own materia medica for dispensing
to their patients. The learned doctor now and then took young Gottfried with
him on his botanical excursions to collect a wide variety of medicinal herbs and
plants- a welcome relief in the boy's otherwise rather monotonous existence.
Despite his pious mother and correspondingly virtuous sisters, he never felt
greatly attracted to piety. The outings with
the doctor awakened in the boy a lively
interest in the world of plants, pleasure in
botany, and the desire to become a doctor
himself. But when he revealed this
ambition to his implacable mother, he met
with resolute opposition. The tragically
early loss of her husband had so impaired
the young widow's judgment that she
intended to consign all her offspring to the
cloister; indeed, the two girls had by this
time both entered the Capuchin nunnery in
Zug, and a famous monastery was now to
be Gottfried's destination also, willy-nilly.
In the autumn of 1849, 15-year-old
Gottfried entered the boarding-school, a
Joseph Gottfried Anton Bruhin as a
Gymnasium, attached to the Benedictine 17-years-old Student at the
Abbey of Our Lady of the Hermits at Gymnasium Einsiedeln (Portrait by
Ludwig Stoker (Stocker), Zug 1852,
private collection)

1

Peter Abelard, philosopher and theologian (1079- 1142); Helo"ise (1101 - 1164).
Maria Anna Josepha Bruhin, nee Sidler.

2
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Einsiedeln. 3 Although he had not wanted to go at all, once there he was quite
happy. His musical talent, his fine tenor voice, the unequaled opportunities for
music and song, plus the presence of wise counselors, made his stay enjoyable,
and he soon felt at home. In an atmosphere of good, light-hearted and carefree
humor the school years passed, while the strict order and the beautiful and
inspiring liturgy gradually awoke in him the idea of becoming a monk himself.
Already in his second year at school he won a prize for natural history that
found honorable mention in the school report. The longer vacations he spent
with his mother in Zug. On such an occasion, in 1852, she had her beloved
son's portrait painted. On September 6, 1856, at the end of Gottfried's seventh
year at the Gymnasium, the monastery Chapter debated the candidacy of
several young men for a year's probation as novices. The minutes (written in
Latin) contain the following assessments of Gottfried:
Father Ildephons gives him fundamentally a good testimonial. For
a while he wanted to devote himself to the art of medicine, but
subsequently he decided to enter the monastery despite repeated
advice to the contrary and the denial of his wish. Father Rafael says
that Gottfried does very little for the school despite his excellent
abilities. His behavior has improved greatly. Certain residual faults
must be excused as the result of errors in his upbringing. With Father
Basilius the candidate had very frequent arguments, but in the Father's
opinion there is good justification for hoping that the candidate will,
if constantly admonished, make an excellent religious. He must,
however, says Father Bonifaz, make greater efforts in the
philosophical disciplines. Father Karl believes that the candidate is at
great pains to mend his ways, and shows himself as a willing and
assiduous student. His talents, though not yet fully developed, are
plainly considerable. His acknowledgment of his errors and a strong
will to improve give grounds for recommending him.
The vote went in favor of his acceptance as a novice. The following year, the
Chapter minutes for May 2, 1857, report Gottfried's progress:
Father Karl states: "I can give him full marks for attention and
effort in the History of the Order and the Church. His character seems
to have changed: I have never been able to detect the errors that he
once showed." And Sub-Prior Father Georg adds: "As far as my
observations are concerned, I am content."

3

www.kloster-einsiedeln.ch.
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Gottfried's novitiate was now at an end. Once more he was earnestly
interrogated as to his desire to take Holy Orders, whose solemn vows ought to
be entirely voluntary. Though doubts may well have whispered in his inner
being, he had learned to respect and love his mentors; his present situation,
where he had patrons and friends, was agreeable to him; here he could fully
satisfy his thirst for knowledge - while outside, in the world, he had no one
to help him on another road.
Benedictine Monk of Einsiedeln and Botanist

On September 5, 1857, it was decided (with two dissenting votes) that
Gottfried should be allowed to take the solemn vows for admission to the Order
of St. Benedict. His mother also was asked whether her son genuinely desired
to enter the monastery. Her affirmative answer was given in writing and signed.
In persuading herself of the truth of her perhaps less than sincere statement, she
believed that she was acting in the best interests of her beloved son. At the
solemn ceremony on September 22, 1857, the Abbot gave him the monastic
name Thomas Aquinas.
The young lay brother now devoted
himself with burning enthusiasm to his
vocation. The traditional study of theology
occupied four years. During this period he
published one of his few theological works. 4
In the fourth year he began to interest himself
in the historical botanists of Switzerland, on
whom his first major work was the Plantae
Gessnerianae. 5 He was ordained priest on
August 11, 1861, and on September 22 of the
same year he celebrated his first Mass. From
this time onwards he shared the common
tasks of his brother monks. During the school
year 1862/3 Thomas taught plant
morphology, anatomy and physiology at the Thomas A. Bruhin, OSB (Photo
monastery school, undertaking many Immler, ca. 1861)
botanical excursions with his pupils. At that
time there were very few schoolbooks on his
subject, so for his pupils he wrote a Flora Einsidlensis. 6 His other work was
entitled Geschichte und Literatur der Schweizer-Floren. 7 Then he re-edited in

4

Publication
Publication
6
Publication
7
Publication

5

1860.
1861 a.
1864 b.
1863.
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the modem nomenclature of Linnaeus an epoch-making encyclopedic work,
the Pinax theatri botanici, 8 written in 1623 by the Basel botanist Caspar
Bauhin when botany was still largely a branch of medicine, about whom more
is to be said later.
Thomas was a good and popular Gymnasium teacher, who performed his
duties with enthusiasm and great energy. But this happy state of affairs was not
to last: at the end of the semester of the school year 1863 he was ordered away.
In the autumn of 1863 he received instructions to transfer to the Gymnasium
of the Cistercian monastery at Mehrerau, in the Vorarlberg region of Austria,
to set up the natural history curriculum there. But, to his distress, in October
1865 he was again transferred, this time to the Priory of St. Gerold in the same
region. This meant an end of his school-teaching and to his music-making with
pupils and colleagues. Enforced inactivity induced in him a spirit of
resignation. However, there remained to him his beloved plants, and during this
time he published some 35 botanical articles and communications: "The
material for this work," he stated, "came from several major excursions that I
made in the late summer of 1865 through part of the eastern Vorarlberg and
from my almost daily wanderings in the Bregenz forest and the Austrian valley
of the Rhine during the spring and summer of 1866 from St. Gerold."
Thomas' s excursions during his stay in Austria were indeed fruitful. They
resulted not only in his two important publications on the flora of the
Vorarlberg but also- extended to the adjacent parts of Bavaria (Germany) and
the Graubiinden (Switzerland) - in a herbarium of more than five hundred
specimens. Of historical interest is the fact that the collection includes many
plant species now extinct, either locally or totally. This herbarium was
described by Johann Schwimmer in 1933 and 1934.9 When Hitler came to
power, the school and monastery were closed down, and the collection stored
away and forgotten. This was its salvation: by good fortune it survived the
ravages of war, and it was found, complete and undamaged, when its
hiding-place was being cleared out preparatory to the refurbishment of the
school building in 1997 .1°Carefully preserved in the archives of the Cistercian
monastery at Bregenz it now awaits expert examination and conservation.
One ofThomas's publications, printed in theFeldkircher Zeitungwith the
subtitle "Reminiscences of a Botanical Excursion in 1865",11 was fiercely
attacked because it had appeared in a reputedly anticlerical publication. The

8

Publications 1864 a, 1865 a, and 1866 a.
Mark:us Hammerle, "Ein altes Herbarium," in: Mehrerauer Griisse, zugleich
Jahresbericht des Gymnasiums Mehrerau 1998/99, Neue Folge (1999): 34-36.
0
' Johann Schwimmer, "P. Th. A. Bruhin. Einiges aus dem Leben eines Pflanzen- und
Tierk:undigen," Alemania. Zeitschrift far alle Gebiete des Wissens und der Kunst, mit
besonderer Beriicksichtigungder Heimatkunde7 (1933): 205- 208; ibid., 8 (1934): 158- 159.
11
Publication 1866 b.
9
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reason for his choice - as he explained in his published rebuttal - was the
high editorial standard of the newspaper and its interest in botany. This was the
first occasion on which he had publicly to defend his liberal stance as a
clergyman, but it was by no means the last.
At this juncture, having time on his hands once he had looked after the
pilgrims and prepared the Sunday service, he also wrote his Diagnostik der
Vogel aus dem Gesang [Diagnosis of Birds from Their Song]:
Armed with a tuning-fork I have wandered through wood and
field for two years to transcribe the song of the birds, which I take as
and where I find it, without troubling my mind with the controversy
on whether bird melody is inherited or acquired. . . . I may, in
conclusion, be permitted a brief discussion on the relation between the
natural song of the birds and our music. Haydn's use, in his Seasons,
of the cuckoo's call as the harbinger of spring is well known.
Beethoven, in the minuet of one of his symphonies, gives the doublebass several false starts before it finds its theme. Had he, I wonder,
perhaps heard the spring song of the Common Chaffinch [Fringilla
coelebs], which follows a similar pattern? Again, the song of the
Blackbird [Turdus merula} unmistakably resembles the beginning of
a piano sonata by Clementi. Analogies, too, open up a broad field. For
example. Linnaeus, who often named a species on mere analogy,
created a Larus ridibundus or "Laughing Gull" [the Common BlackHeaded Gull], while the note of the Great Tit [Parus major}, when
angry, recalls the bleat of a goat.
Some years later he took up the theme of bird-song again when he rejected the
allegation "that America has no singers as good as those of Europe - a view
largely without foundation, despite the statements to the contrary in all the
textbooks". In a further communication he stated:
I have earlier attempted to transcribe the song of birds,in musical
notation, and flatter myself that I was the first - in the periodical Der
Zoologische Garten 12 - to do so. Why, then, have I on the present
occasion refrained from using notation in describing the song and calls
of some North American birds? Not because I have abandoned my
original express conviction that only musical notation can accurately
convey bird-song but because I have not yet acquired sufficient
material to present a convincing case.

12

Publication 1868 h.
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Selected Bird Songs Noted by Th. A. Bruhin

At about this time, Thomas made the acquaintance of a certain Baron von
Ehrenberg, a senior officer in the Habsburg army. The Baron took a liking to
the young priest, often inviting him to his home and expounding the world to
him. "Heloise", in her diary, continued the story:
Baron Ehrenberg urged him to become an army chaplain and to
accompany him to war. 13 The idea took a hold on Thomas, who sought
the permission of his superiors to carry it out. Permission not being
immediately forthcoming, he began to recall that he had not wanted

13

Austria was briefly at war with both Prussia and Italy in 1866.
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to enter the monastery in the first place. Preparations for the venture
were made, but before they were complete, the war was over, and in
any case Baron Ehrenberg, losing patience, had found himself another
chaplain. But the thought of leaving the monastery had taken root in
Thomas' s mind, and America called him.
A violent internal struggle followed. He now had but one thought - to
gain his freedom; and to this end every conceivable device was set in motion.
Finally summoning all his courage, on the advice of his friend and confessor
he drew up a Latin petition to Pope Pius IX, 14 asking for release from his
monastic vows. His request is dated December 22, 1868, and explains in
extenso that he had not entered the monastery of his own free will. Under point
one he wrote: "As a young student I always intended to study medicine.
However, my doctor advised me that the rigors of this subject would
undermine my weak constitution and might lead to my premature death. I
therefore put aside this goal and, not knowing where to tum, decided to join the
Order."
In an accompanying letter, his Abbot and fellow-monks expressed their
full support for his request and the documents were sent off to Rome. His wish
was to join the Swiss Bishop Henni15 in Milwaukee as a secular priest and
missionary. The monastery helped him with his preparations in anticipation of
the eventual arrival of the placet from Rome which arrived in Einsiedeln on
February 12; 1869. Bishop Henni on his part was also willing to accept Thomas
A. Bruhin into his diocese. There followed a period of waiting for the spring
Atlantic storms to pass.

Parish Priest and Botanist in Wisconsin
Even before he received permission from Rome, Th. A. Bruhin had begun
to prepare for his journey, also in the form of several publications: a booklet
entitled Blumenlese deutsch-amerikanischer Gedichte, den deutschen
Auswanderern gewidmet (A posy of German-American poems, dedicated to the
German emigrants); an article on the American Agave; and a series on the
history of the Catholic Church in Wisconsin which was published with the
editorial note: "At the wish of the reverend author, this contribution appears
anonymously". He also asked the Abbot for permission to take with him a

14
Pius the IX ( 1792- 1878), Pope from 1846; beatified 2001. At the First Vatican Council
(1870) he pronounced the dogma of papal infallibility and thus provoked the secession and
consequent excommunication of the Old Catholics.
15
Johann (John) Martin Henni (1805- 1881). Born in Obersaxen, Canton Graubiinden,
Switzerland, he became an influential Catholic journalist in the United States where he was
active since 1828; he was appointed first Catholic bishop of Milwaukee in 1843.
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number of personal items, including an alb and a palla16 given him by his
mother and sister respectively, a large quantity of books and his camp-bed. All
this was granted, together with the princely sum of 1,000 Swiss francs17 from
the monastery fund to cover expenses.

Steam Locomotive of the Swiss Centralbahn, 1869 (Photo SBB No. 386)

Thomas left the monastery on April 3, 1869. He did not go without a sigh;
for he was leaving behind many a good friend and counselor, and from now on
he was entirely on his own. A week later he boarded the train at Lucerne. His
first stop-over was at Basel. The line led via Olten through a tunnel, 2,495
meters in length traversing the Jura Mountains, which had been opened in 1857
and caused a great sensation at the time. The locomotives on this line had only
an open footplate for the driver and fireman, and the carriages were very
primitive. In the tunnel it was bitterly cold, in contrast to the mild spring
weather outside. "I can give the intending emigrant no better advice than to
acclimatize himself in good time to North America by taking the train daily for
several summers from Olten to Basel and back." In Basel he spent the last night
on his native soil. The next day he went on to Paris and then to Le Havre.

16
17

alb, a priest's white vestment reaching to the feet; palla, a cloth cover for the chalice.
About 12,000 Swiss francs or some $7,500 in today's money.
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A three-days' stay in this town gave me extended leisure to
familiarize myself with life in the French port. - An intolerable
stench of tar, that made it anything but a pleasure to linger on the
quay; the hammering and banging of the carpenters; the arrival and
departure of the steamers and sailing-ships; the mountains ofbales and
casks; the monotonous chants of the sailors and the piercing screams
of the parrots; and the sea-shells and corals piled up in the shop
windows - all these went to confirm what I had imagined a seaport
to be.
At last came the hour of embarkation on the ship Germania. The
solicitude of the Swiss Consul [Emil Wanner] ensured that I and my
effects were well looked after, and my confidence in the conveyance
to which I had entrusted myself rose with the flood tide that carried us
out of the harbor.
Being financially well provided for, Thomas was able to afford a berth in
a 2nd-class four-berth cabin. In the cabin classes (1st and 2nd) there was an
almost excessive degree of comfort, but the great majority of emigrants were
less than well-to-do and traveled steerage between-decks, where conditions
were extremely primitive. Their bunks were constructed in such a way that they
could be removed on the return journey to make room for cargo. (The emigrant
ship Germania plied regularly between Hamburg, Le Havre and New York.
Homeward bound on August 1, 1869, she ran aground at Cape Race (off
Norfolk) and sank. All on board reached the lifeboats and were rescued.
We had not been at sea (which was very rough) above an hour
when a most peculiar sensation began to come over me. I was the
victim of seasickness, and preferred not to eat anything in order to
keep it at bay. However, time worked its healing influence, and
already after a few days I was sitting blithely on the sofa in the cabin,
which I shared with a tailor's cutter from Silesia - who spent the
whole day before the mirror, running a comb through his short, thin
hair - and two fellow-Swiss .... My reading was disturbed by a
wave that, pouring through the open hatch, drenched me and my book.
It was enough to have converted even the most sentimental mood into
its opposite, namely apathy. "So this is how sea-water tastes", I
thought, after I had recovered from the first shock and had spat out the
salt water that had found its way into my mouth, which was open with
astonishment. Thus I received marine baptism in the highest degree
without even having crossed the Equator. And yet this was not
sufficient, it seemed. The following day, as I was again sitting beneath
the open hatch, a new deluge of water came in from outside - a fact
that aroused my righteous astonishment the more because the sea was
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2002
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fairly calm. Hastening on deck to see what was happening, I
discovered that the ship's boys had swamped the deck with a veritable
flood, on pretense of cleaning it. Hydrophobic without ever having
been bitten by a mad dog, I descended to the dining-room, but there,
too, I encountered the detested element.
At last the work of ablution came to an end, and I ascended slowly
and cautiously to the open air. There, the greater number of the
passengers had assembled, partly to absorb the meager rays of the sun,
partly to stare vacantly at the barren expanse of water with an eye for
possible dolphins and sharks. In any case, for me at least, the whole
voyage was a highly tedious experience, with nothing to raise my
spirits. Only when at 8 a.m. on April 28 Pilot No. 13 came on board
with the [American] newspapers did I feel in a better humor, which
even a renewed thorough swabbing of the Germania - to make her
presentable enough to enter the Hudson River - was not enough to
mar. And so we entered the Hudson during the night of April 28-29
of the year 1869.
Then came the "doctor ship". When all the steerage passengers
[and they alone!] had passed the medicine-man's review on deck and
had been pronounced satisfactorily healthy, there was at last nothing
else to prevent the landing of the Germania, which, tired of the long
delay, was stamping the water like an impatient horse; and soon we
berthed at Hoboken .... The next express train was to bring me the
same day by the shortest route via Allentown to the West. ... On May
1, 1869, not far from Milwaukee, at St. Francis Station, I set foot on
the soil of Wisconsin for the first time, and soon afterwards I was able
to attend the opening of the May Day service at the Seminary of the
West nearby.
The journey from Lucerne to Milwaukee had taken exactly 20 days.
On May 24, 1869, Father Ildephons in Einsiedeln wrote in his diary:
"Today the first letter from Fr. Thomas arrived. He has reached Milwaukee
safely and is now priest at New Coeln [in Neu-Koln] near Milwaukee, from
whence he has also to minister to another mission-station every other week."
Already on June 7, 1869, Thomas sent a first zoological report - on his
observations of a Racoon - to Europe. On May 6, 1870, he published in the
German-language weekly Der Milwaukee See-Bote an "Appeal to the
Naturalists and Nature-Loving Public of Wisconsin", asking readers to send
him their observations. It aroused great interest. In 14 issues of the paper
between February and July 1871 he was able to report on plants and animals
observed in Wisconsin, and this gave him material for a number of further
publications.
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Numerous excursions led
him to the near and far
&1rfuu).1 Wi"••llu.
surroundings of Milwaukee, for
(9fa & t1 _Jlna•.Hla.)
example to a forest of tamarack
£it j~tlldt •ittnf,,_rcnb,n 011~ct•
larches to the north-east and
~~An&tntc,,n \.ir,
auna,a
the "Stephansbusch" to the
t,a eta fo 1roi1I 311trrc(fI ht, i ii 11~
south of New Coeln, "not more
~n ~.a{, In \rt ~&l•tmlfTtnf~Aft b¾cf,t,
than
two English miles from St.
ica at~I AIIIJ 1111k14>hl 1.a,11 run.
Stephen's
Church in New
Iller ,,,.,lit nlsll anlt 8mabc "' leolcn
_,t Btaa,U•&I i 'bh nftn .t)Ulttcn . ub Coeln. . . . I searched this
~h .,,,nfc~un),a ,na,t.. Sn l)rutf~•
locality three times in the
Ian\ ldaae \,i llaaf: .bn e,.,4 l;l h"
spring of 1870 and once last
oft ''81 u•1c l)tq lo-_' ,tnc fnr.~tac ~c,
fall." Here in Wisconsin he
•ra••I, ~ '"''· fo ,. lln "' ~r.nn tu also encountered the
\}ur,aatf" .. ,.,. bet IDU Unaa !mn,
flP4m nir""tt_t, •H cln ckafO rr,u~lstl Ranunculus R. acris: "This is
one of the first plants that
(ltcl1ali 1,\1' 6°ttfa4t,a. l>ic llufl,i"•
n11n1 fo(~t·_fti4c.hu,a9c•
•
.it tin ·ou6i
accompanied the white man to
ih •iil'1ar41fttr",·1,3atmfft I· btnn fol• the New World". For his
Appeal to Naturalists in the Milwaukee See-Bote, wanderings in the environs of
May 6, 1870
New Coeln he had a
saddle-horse named Frank.
"The horses here are much more patient than those of Europe; and there are
more of them. Almost no farmer is without at least one or two horses, and the
town-dweller, too, keeps a horse and buggy if he possibly can, in accordance
with the American proverb 'Better to ride badly than to walk well'."
On October 11, 1872, Thomas bought, sight unseen, a parcel of land in
Suttonsburgh (Suttons Bay, Michigan) for 600 dollars. This brought him into
grave financial difficulties, as he confessed only several years later to his
former superior, the Abbot of Einsiedeln. During his tenure in New Coeln,
Thomas reconnoitered the ecclesiastical land of St. Stephen's almost every day,
recording some 250 species of plants. After seven years' ministry in New
Coeln, at the end of July 1875, he left St. Stephen's Parish to take up parish
duties at St. Wendelin's at Centerville18 in Manitowoc County, Wisconsin,
situated farther north on the shore of Lake Michigan. It seems that in
Centerville, too, he occupied much of his time with his naturalist observations.
To the publisher of a zoological periodical he wrote: "You will soon be
thinking that your American correspondent 'has bitten the grass' .19 And in one
way this is true; for the flora absorbs almost the greater part of my free time -

;\•(nf aa

,1, ••t•rf11(4rr

la,'''"• ..,

u ·t

1, \-

,.i

18

Wendelin, Wendel, a 10th century hermit and shepherd ofFrankish origin, patron saint
of field and flock. His immensely popular cult was brought to the United States about 1800
by German-speaking immigrants. His emblem is a shepherd's staff with a paddle head.
19
Germanism, corresponding to the English idiom 'to bite the dust'.
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yet nevertheless I have always kept an eye open for occurrences in the fauna
sector."
On April 8, 1876, he sent a letter (written on both sides of flimsy paper)
from Centerville to Abbot Basilius in Einsiedeln, reporting the financial
difficulties that his land-purchase of 1872 had brought him:
Your Grace!
If I write my letters to Your Grace on cheap paper, I do so not
from lack of respect but from lack of affluence. I am in fact at present
in dire straits for which my mother is to blame. . . . In order to
purchase this land I was compelled to borrow money at a high rate of
interest and to service the debt from year to year. I asked my mother
to send me money - my own money2° - and promised her interest
at 6%; but my mother failed me grievously. Now things have come so
far that I am being pursued for debt and face the prospect of being
thrown into the debtors' prison. Would you please be so kind as to tell
my mother this - for otherwise I have no alternative but to bring an
action against her (a priest against his mother).
I am sorry to have to trouble Your Grace with such a matter, but I
have ventured this step in the certain knowledge that you still have
some feelings of good will towards me despite my many stupid
moves.
Your Grace's devoted and grateful pupil, Th. A. Bruhin P[aterJ.
On July 7, 1876, Thomas discovered a plant near the shores of Lake
Michigan, one mile north of Centerville. He identified it as Mitella caulescens
Gray [Leafy Stemmed Miterwort], a member of the Rockfoil family,
Saxifragaceae. His friend Asa Gray2 1 believed it to be similar to a plant known
from Oregon. 22 After Thomas's death, in 1905, a description of this specimen
which had been identified as Mitella caulescens was published in the North
American Flora as Mitella intermedia Bruhin, spec. nov. [Intermediate
Miterwort]. 23 Most recently, in the Checklist of Vascular Plants ofWisconsin, 24

20
His mother withheld Thomas's patrimony until her death in March 1886, using some
of it to finance the chequered career of her brother Georg Sidler.
21
Asa Gray (1810-1888), Professor at Harvard University and Director of Boston's
Botanical Garden, a leading 19th century American botanist and an early strong supporter
of Charles Darwin.
22
Publication 1877 b, p. 861. The correct name of the plant is M caulescens Nutt., after
the American botanist Thomas Nuttall (1786-1859).
23
John Kunkel and Axel Rydberg, "Mitella intermedia Bruhin (species nova)," in: North
American Flora 22 (1905): 92.
24
http ://wiscinfo .doit. wisc.edu/herbarium/Excludedtaxa.html
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this plant, designated as Mite/la x intermedia Bruhin ex Small & Rydb. (pro
sp.), has been excluded. The reason given is that "This presumed interspecific
hybrid betweenM diphylla [Two-LeafBishop's-Cap] andM nuda [Bare-Stem
Bishop's-Cap] has not been recollected since, so far as we know, although
Gleason (1952) says that intermediate plants are
'rarely observed'." This entry in the Checklist also
cites a personal communication of Jacquelyn
Kallunki, Curator of the New York Botanical
Garden Herbarium, regarding Thomas' s specimen
in which she states that the specimen that
presumably is deposited in NY can no longer be
found. 25 The specimen of Mite/la diphylla L.
collected by Th. A. Bruhin is now in the
Milwaukee Public Museum Herbarium.26
For Thomas, Asa Gray was not only a good
friend - he regarded him also as his mentor and
addressed him as such. Very soon after Thomas' s
arrival in the New World, on February 21, 1870,
he sent Gray a letter, written in Latin, the lingua
franca of the scientific community at that time. It
began with a salutation that might have come from
the pen of Cicero: Praeclaro viro Asa Gray,

Professori Univers. Harvard, S[alutem].
P[lurimam]. D[icit]. (To the most eminent of men,

Mitella diphylla L., Two-

Leaf Bishop's

Cap;

Specimen Collected by Th.
A. Bruhin, Herbarium,
Milwaukee Public Museum
(noted in Th. A. Bruhin
Publication 1876 b, 248)

Asa Gray, Professor at Harvard University, my
profoundest greetings.) In the body of the letter,
Thomas informed Gray that near New Coeln he
had found several plants of European origin that
did not yet figure in the Manual of the Botany of
the United States of 1868.27
In his publication Vergleichende Flora
Wisconsins [Comparative Flora of Wisconsinf 8
Thomas mentions Gray as his most important
source of plant habitats and says in his Preface: "In
zweifelhaften Fallen erhole ich mir immer Raths
bei Asa Gray, welchem ich hiermit fiir sein

25

Personal communication of Theodore Cochrane, University of Wisconsin-Madison,
October 2000.
26
This specimen is mentioned in his publication 1876 b, p. 248.
27
Harvard University, Library of the Gray Herbarium, Historic Letters - B: Thomas
Aquinas Bruhin 1870/1878, two letters (in Latin).
28
Publications 1876 b, 1877 b and 1878 a.
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freundliches Entgegenkommen offentlich meinen Dank abstatte. [In doubtful
cases I always seek counsel from Asa Gray, to whom I hereby publicly tender
my thanks for his friendly support.]"
From his later stay in Potosi Thomas wrote on July 1, 1878, that he had
found at last a plant which he had sought in vain but the occurrence of which
in that place had been postulated by Asa Gray. "Now I have seen and believed,
like my patron saint Thomas the Apostle, to whom Christ said 'because thou
hast seen me, thou hast believed: blessed are they that have not seen, and yet
have believed ' 29 - and from now on I shall swear by the word of the Master
when you, best of mentors, pronounce in matters botanical."
The last document in his correspondence with Asa Gray is dated December
24, 1883. Written in Latin on a postcard, it informs Gray of Thomas's
forthcoming return to Switzerland. Additionally Thomas inquires about a plant
which he had found in St. Helena, Nebraska, and had sent to Gray asking
whether it could represent a new species.
Thomas' s parishioners did not fail to notice his preoccupation with botany,
and the Milwaukee Sentinel of August 6, 1877, reported that the congregation
wished to have the Rev. Bruhin, Honorary Member of the Wisconsin Natural
History Society, replaced by another pastor "because he devotes more time to
posies and grasses than to his breviary". The Manitowoc Journal reacted to this
initiative with intense indignation, calling the churchgoers of St. Wendelin's
"homed cattle", while the Banner und Volksfreund hoped that Thomas could
be engaged to teach in some Catholic institution in Milwaukee, since he was
at present working on a Flora of Wisconsin. Yet from Centerville he went to
be pastor of St. Andrew's in Potosi WI.
At the beginning of 1878, Thomas published
Mein Wappen, a heraldic study of his family's
coat of arms. 30 The bear' s paw device that he
(mistakenly) thought belonged to his branch of
the Bruhins is not a very common one, and he
essayed an explanation in verse form. Rich in
fantasy, this epic was reprinted in the Milwaukee
See-Bote and later in the Bote der Urschweiz in
far-off Schwyz,31 and no doubt both communities
were suitably impressed. On December 21, 187 8,
he wrote from Potosi to Abbot Basilius:
Bear Paw Coat-of-Arms, by
Th. A. Bruhin

29
30
31

John 20:29
Most Swiss families have a coat of arms.
Publication 1878 b.
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Gracious Reverend Father and Friend!
Enclosed I am sending you my Riddles (published under the
pseudonym Th. A. Rubin). 32 In my circumstances I must do what I can
to earn a little money to pay off at last the debts [from his purchase of
land in Michigan] into which, all too trustful as I was, I was coaxed by
prominent Churchmen and also financially disappointed by my
mother....
Your Gracious Reverend Father's devoted Th. A. Bruhin (alias
Rubin).
On April 27, 1879, Thomas complained to his former abbot in Einsiedeln about
the state of the Catholic Church:
As far as my American conditions are concerned, I would merely
remind you of some facts that will enable you to appreciate that
anyone of truthful and righteous heart cannot be reconciled to them.
Of my personal circumstances I will not speak further: they will in any
case soon be absorbed in the general situation!
1. Archbishop Purcell33 has indeed cast 4,000 families into misfortune
through his financial failure running into millions.
2. Cardinal McCloskey3 4 has indeed made the Catholic Faith a
laughing-stock among the other faiths with his Fair.
3. The famous missionary W eninger' 5 has indeed estranged thousands
from the Catholic religion with his Mission (let us say Humbug).
4. The American Bishops do indeed recommend adulterated wine for
the sacrament (when a corresponding sample is sent to them by the
corresponding merchant); they indeed (before my arrival) used candles
of tallow and stearin for the Holy Mass instead of wax; they do indeed
lack Holy Oil, not to speak of Chrism - what they have is soft soap!
What do you say to that?
Your Grace's devoted Th. A. Bruhin
Two days later he again wrote from Potosi to Einsiedeln about the abuses in the
Church:

32

Publication 1878 c.
John Baptist Purcell (1800- 1883), oflrish descent, Archbishop of Cincinnati.
34
John McCloskey (1810- 1885), of Irish descent, Archbishop of New York, first
American Cardinal.
35
Francis Xavier Weninger (1805- 1888), Austrian Jesuit, missionary, and author, finally
in Cincinnati.
33
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... and I have therefore also written direct to Rome to open the
Holy Father's eyes, which love to be opened - long live Pope Leo
XIII!
Among many other things, then, I have written:

Mess-Vinum non est purum,
Nee erit infuturum.
Candelae sunt confectae
Ex adipe - cera tectae.
Das Grisma ist so so, la la
So ist es in America!

[The altar wine is not pure~
nor will it be in future.
The candles are made
of fat - coated with wax.
The chrism is so-so, la la:
that's how it is in America!]

And all this with or under the protection of the highest bishops and
archbishops! - They have (it's a fact!) e.g. 10 or, even better, 40
gallons of wine sent to them from a merchant and then recommend it
for altar use. I have myself used a wine recommended by a bishop and
it was no wine - I re-said the Mass, because when all is said and
done I do have a little more religion than all the bishops and
archbishops of the United States put together.
I should have much more to write, but this will do for now ....
You have always said you did not understand me. Why? Because, cost
what it may, I enter the lists for Truth, Right and Freedom. Do you
know me now? At forty-five? If not, then I prefer to remain unknown!
And yet - Your Grace's devoted Th. A. Bruhin
A letter that he wrote from Potosi to Abbot Basilius on June 3, 1879,
contains the phrase: "It is really kind of you that you still think of me with
affection and wash me and others white with a mother's concern .... "
In May 1880 he sent a short natural history report from Potosi. In it he
mentions also the primary school belonging to St. Andrew's: "Immediately in
front of my house, a pair of Robins (Turdus migratorius) is nesting already for
the second year. They may well be attracted to the place because of the
adjacent school and the cherry-trees. The school? Yes, the school; for there the
birds find a table laid every evening in the form of the bread crumbs left by the
children from the dinner they have brought from home." This school was the
reason for Thomas's abrupt departure from Wisconsin. On July 24, 1880, he
wrote his last surviving letter from America to Abbot Basilius.
Your esteemed letter pleased me heartily and was balm to my
wounds .... Botany and natural history in general occupy my spare
time (I am the expert of the Acker- und Gartenbauzeitung [Field and
Garden Journal] of Milwaukee - imagine that!) - otherwise I am
mostly engaged on pastoral work, which gives me trouble enough.
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Firstly because of the Sisters, who rebel against me because I (for
obvious reasons) no longer want them, and secondly because of the
Mississippi and its tributaries, which after they have dried up have left
us illnesses enough. Almost every day now for nearly two weeks I
have been on the road to visit the sick - often at ten miles' distance,
which takes me something like a whole day - and in some cases
fasting from morning till night!
Your Reverence and Grace's devoted Th. A. Bruhin
A few days later Thomas had a disagreement with his direct superior, as
he reported some years afterwards.36 He wanted "to discharge one of the school
Sisters for immorality, lying, defiance, incapacity, etc. The Sister won and I
had to leave." The local Press reported on this incident on August 7, 1880, in
the following words: "Rev. T. A. Bruhin, the Catholic priest who has
contributed so largely to the museum of the Wisconsin Natural History Society
has been deposed from the rectorship of St. Andrew's Church in Potosi,
Wisconsin by Archbishop Heiss. 37 It is understood that Fr. Bruhin will appeal
Rome." After his return to Switzerland, Thomas commented on this subject:
"The matter has been hanging fire in Rome for nearly three years". Whether it
was ever settled is not recorded.
While Thomas's public criticism of abuses in the diocese certainly
contributed to his deposition, the decisive factor must have been his report to
Rome. The moving spirits in his fall were Heiss and Batz, two Church
dignitaries freshly promoted to high office in Milwaukee. In December 1879,
Archbishop Henni had suffered a stroke from which he recovered only partially
and temporarily. The Bavarian Michael Heiss, previously Bishop of La Crosse
WI, took charge of Bishop Henni' s see on March 18, 1880, as "Episcopal
Coadjutor with right of succession". This appointment aroused policy disputes
between the conservative and the liberal clergy. Heiss, together with the
Lutherans, tried in vain to prevent the passing of the "Barnet Law". This sought
to introduce English as the language of instruction in the schools of
Wisconsin,38 where the proportion of German-speakers in the population had
by this time fallen below fifty per cent. In his opposition he had the staunch
support of the newly appointed Vicar-General of the diocese, Leonard Batz,
himself an immigrant of German origin.
For Bishop Heiss the opportunity had now come to rid himself of critic
Thomas by moving him somewhere else. Not only had Thomas always had
Archbishop Henni' s ear - he also felt a special affection for him because "The

36

Aargauer Tagblatt, No. 166, July 16, 1883.
Michael Heiss, from Pfahldorf, Bavaria, ( 1818- 1890), successor of Archbishop Henni.
38
R. Aubert, Dictionnaire d 'histoire et de geographie ecclesiastique (Paris 1990), 848.
37
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Most Reverend J. M. Henni, Archbishop of Milwaukee, has a flower,
Rudbeckia speciosa, in his coat of arms". Furthermore, it had been Thomas's
express wish to join Henni on leaving the Einsiedeln monastery, while the
Archbishop, for his part, gladly took Thomas into his archdiocese. Johann
Henni was a native of Obersaxen in the
Swiss Canton Graubiinden. In 1843 he
founded the German-language Catholic
periodical Der Wahrheitsfreund; while in
the newspapers Der Milwaukee See-Bate
and Columbia also issued by him Thomas
had published several articles. In 1856 the
St. Francis Seminary built by Henni in
Milwaukee was opened.
After the calamity in Potosi, Thomas
left the Archdiocese of Milwaukee and went
to Yankton in Dakota Territory. On August
19, 1880, the Milwaukee Sentinel reported:
~.,,.,--t,...r-;71!-'l 't'?'~~.....__)
"Rev. Bruhin, disgusted with his superiors
a,._,/.f;ojJ:4¼~-4
in suspending him, has gone to Yankton,
Dakota Territory. Dr. Graettinger presented JohannMartinHenni,Archbishopof
him with the deed to an entire square - four Milwaukee
acres - on which the priest will build a
church. Dr. Graettinger owns a plot of 130 acres in that place. Rev. Bruhin had
endeared himself to the Germans of the city by his frequent and valuable
contributions to the museum of the Natural History Society."
On November 19, 1880, Abbot Basilius in Einsiedeln recorded in his diary:
"The Rev. Thomas Bruhin reports that he is miserable, sick and deserted in St.
Helena, Nebraska. It appears that Archbishop Heiss expelled him from the
Milwaukee diocese, and that he is now aimlessly wandering about." However,
he seems to have made a rapid recovery; for already on November 30, 1880,
he sent a short zoological communication to Germany, giving his address as St.
Helena. The Church of the Immaculate Conception there was apparently the
last scene of his pastoral activity in the United States. References to his sojourn
in St. Helena occur in connection with several botanical finds and on
November 30, 1880, he sent his last zoological report from there.
~

~

Return to Switzerland
Thomas had decided to return permanently to Switzerland. His return
journey began quite adventurously, as we shall see later. An entry under
Capsella bursa-pastoris [Shepherd's Purse] shows that subsequently he was
again in Yankton for a time where "in 1881 I found only a solitary specimen
and only a few in the yard of the rectory at St. Helena". Soon he traveled on to
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Columbus, Ohio, where he must have spent some months, since he records
more than fifty plant-sites in the State. After a short stay in Pittsburgh, he went
to New York to begin his preparations for the homeward voyage. The itinerary,
which included a stop in College Point on Long Island, can be reconstructed
only on the basis of his plant-finds. On November 11, 1882, he embarked from
Hoboken on the North-German Lloyd liner Habsburg, "which was to bring me
to Europe and did so".
His luggage consisted chiefly of a mass of botanical notes, books and a
herbarium of some hundred prairie plants, which he later donated to the Natural
History Society ofGraubiinden in his native country. The plants he had brought
with him from Europe and those collected in America, however, he donated to
the Wisconsin Natural History Society, and this material subsequently formed
the nucleus of the plant-collection in the newly founded Milwaukee Public
Museum.
Immediately after his arrival at Bremen he traveled back to Switzerland to Laufenburg, a small town in Canton Aargau on the Upper Rhine, on a
special mission from the Bishop of Basel, Eugene Lachat. What he found there
was a hornets' nest. When Pope Pius IX proclaimed his dogma of papal
infallibility in 1870, sections of the Catholic Church refused to accept it and
broke away under the designation "Old Catholic Church".39 One of the regions
that seceded was a part of Canton Aargau, and Laufenburg in particular, where
the movement was almost total. Only in 1882 did it prove possible, thanks to
the efforts of the local baker, to regain a foothold for the Roman Catholic faith
in the town.
Thomas' s orders, in the form of a "private employ", were to build up a new
Roman Catholic congregation in Laufenburg on behalf of the Home Mission.
However, Thomas, completely unfamiliar as he was with political developments at home after years of absence abroad, was scarcely the man to cope
with the situation. The whole enterprise was doomed to failure from the start.
At Christmas 1882, Thomas led a small congregation in the first Roman
Catholic service to be held in the former monastery church ofLaufenburg since
the beginning oftheKulturkampfin 1872.40
However, he soon faced problems with his secular superiors, because, in
the words of the local Press,

39
Although excommunicated, the breakaway Church, called in German altkatholische
or christkatholische Kirche, survives to this day and is in communion with the Anglican
Church.
40
The dogma of papal infallibility proclaimed in 1870 gave German Imperial Chancellor
Bismarck the impetus for the so-called Kulturkampf which also affected Switzerland. The
accession of Leo XIII in 1878 signaled the end of the acute phase of the conflict which,
however, continued to smoulder.
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they had expected to find in Bruhin a priest devoted to polemics, a
man of strife and intrigue, like some of his colleagues. He had been
told evil things of the Old Catholics, and had been warned not to go
out of doors without a revolver. However, being aware of the ways of
the world, he soon saw what was afoot; and, no friend of polemics, he
preached homely and informative sermons that appealed to the
country folk in particular.... His every deed and every word was
watched, and when he attended a concert of music in the church of the
Old Catholics and, referring to the spies set on him, allowed himself
the jest that his followers numbered many Pharisees but few scribes,
the fat was in the fire. 41
Thomas' s congregation included one
Willibald Liithy, owner of a large sawmill at
Murg, on the opposite, that is German bank
of the Rhine. This man had a daughter,
Catharina, a pretty girl 26 years younger than
Thomas, with a perfect contralto voice and a
marked talent for the piano. She not only
caught the reverend gentleman's attention in
church, she also sought his counsel and aid in
her personal life. Troubled by great
problems, she had confided to her diary: "My
dear Papa has lost all his property [owing to
the flooding of the Rhine and mistakes in the
conduct of his business], and with his wealth
Catharina Luthy, ca. 1883
my beloved Otto, [her betrothed], has
disappeared also."
Thomas felt a fundamental inner change.
He recalled the love-story of Abelard and Heloise nine hundred years ago, and
imagined parallels in his own destiny. But before long he had new problems of
his own, this time with his ecclesiastical superiors. The local paper reported:
The Roman Catholic priest the Rev. Father Bruhin, who has
gained the respect of all, including the Old Catholics, through his
humane and tolerant attitude, is to be relieved of his office without
warning and replaced by a rabble-rousing chaplain whose function it
will probably be to snarl at the wicked Old Catholics more fiercely

41

"Pharisees", in Th. A. Bruhin's jest, characterized a significant number of his
congregation as being self-righteous and arrogant rather than truly knowledgeable in the
faith, that is "Schriftgelehrte".
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than ever. When Fr. Bruhin protested his treatment, a v1c10us
campaign was started against the poor man, who felt compelled to
seek the protection of the authorities in his need. This was forthcoming in full measure last Saturday, when the fanatical Romans
attempted to break down the door of the temporary church in order to
remove the vestments and so prevent him from carrying out his duties.
This act of violence was prevented by the police, under whose
protection, on the Sunday, Fr. Bruhin again conducted a service.
Despite orders to stay away, his congregation on that occasion came
demonstratively in even larger numbers than usual. There is general
indignation at these proceedings against Fr. Bruhin.
Clergyman of the 'Old Catholic' Denomination and Marriage
Thomas gave up the struggle. He traveled to Basel to consult the Old
Catholic clergyman Otto Hassler. From there he addressed a letter in Latin to
Bishop Eduard Herzog in Bern, asking to be admitted to the Old Catholic
clergy. On August 6 he moved to Basel, lodging for the time being in the
Crown Inn, now long vanished. He was provisionally given a position in the
Old Catholic Predigerkirche - the "Church of the Dominican Friars',42 - in
Basel.
At last the time had come. On November 22, 1883, Catharina Luthy and
Thomas were married. Thomas felt himself new-born. Far from the strife of
politics, he looked forward to his new ecclesiastical duties, his wife, and - at
last! - more time for botany.
Today, on December 9, 1883, I went with my dear wife to Mr.
Hassler's service in the Dominicans' Church·- I in the vestry and my
wife in the church. The sexton said he had used six hundredweight of
coals to heat up the building, which was a lot of money for a one-hour
service. The Chairman of the Church Council came into the vestry,
cigar in mouth and hat on head, to exchange a few words with Mr.
Hassler. Among other things the Chairman said that if he felt cold in
the church he would go home. Happily rid of the Pope, we now have
Chairmen who imagine themselves the same.
December 29. In the evening I determined to make a new start
with the fruits of my botanizing in America and, to the dismay of my
dear little wife, stayed up till 3 a.m. carting material together.

42
The city government of Basel leased the thirteenth century building, which has kept
its pre-Reformation name to this day, to the Old Catholics in 1877.
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December 30. Went with my dear wife and her mother to the
Dominicans' Church, where I administered Mass and for sheer
high-flown (botanical) thoughts forgot to put on a stole!
January 20, 1884. Today I led my Heloi'.se for a stroll through
three realms - from Basel to Great Hiiningen in French Alsace and
from there over the pontoon bridge to Friedlingen in the Grand Duchy
of Baden [Germany], then back into Switzerland to Little Hiiningen,
whence after taking some refreshment we walked back along the
Rhine to Basel.
February 2. Sent the first part of a "Flora of Wisconsin"43 to
Milwaukee.
April 2. My life flows along like a brook through meadows, and
I regard almost with alarm the prospect of the long-desired moment
when I can once again take up a station in public life. My life is
divided between Heloi'.se and the books, between love and science!
Already at the end of July 1884, Thomas and his Catharina had to take
leave of their friends in Basel on his appointment to a post in Thun, Canton
Bern where there was a small Old Catholic congregation of which Thomas was
to be assistant pastor. His new position was not very onerous as to parish
duties, leaving him more time for botany.
On April 21, 1885, he was able to forward the manuscript of his
"Prodromus Florae adventicae Boreali-Americanae" to the Imperial-Austrian
[k. k.J Zoological-Botanical Society of Vienna:
Your Honor!
Returned from America I have now had ample leisure to deal with
the material that I had collected. I now send you a sample by post and
should be pleased if your Society could see its way to publishing the
work in its Proceedings. Should this be the case, I should be most
grateful if you would inform me of the fact - a postcard would
suffice.
In hope of a favorable reply, I, your member of long standing,
remain most faithfully yours, (Rev.) Th. A. Bruhin.
Already on May 18, I received from the Secretary in Vienna, Dr.
G. Beck, the news that my work had been accepted for publication in
the Proceedings.
In four parts between August 11 and 26, Thomas received the proofs from
Vienna for correction. "For present-day conditions they contain only a very
few, small misprints - a fact of which the present generation can only be

43

Publication 1885 a.
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envious." In February his "Prodromus',44 was published. As was the custom at
that time, Thomas received as honorarium a number of offprints which he was
free to sell to bookstores. The work also found mention in the local Press: "A
new work by the tireless botanist Th. Bruhin, Old Catholic clergyman in Thun,
is now in stock at J. Christen's bookshop in the town. Entitled 'Precursor of a
Flora of Wild Plants, or Those under Large-Scale Cultivation, Immigrated into
North America', it will give great pleasure to the friends of noble
plant-research. ,,4s
The long-desired event, for which he had offered up intensive prayer, was
now to come to pass at .last:
Today, December 15, 1886, at 2.30 in the morning, my dear
Heloi:se felt that the hour of her delivery was near. After 3 a.m. I
fetched the midwife, Mistress Elise Wenger, who, after her
examination, declared that the birth would take place this day. Boy or
girl, thou shalt be welcome! My dear wife has been very brave up to
now, although her labor-pains have been increasing from hour to hour
since 8.30. Mistress Anna Berchtold has just arrived to help, and is
already busy with her preparations. The day is so fine and the sunshine
so warm, and I hope to be able to make the new arrival a present of a
freshly-blown flower, especially since the child's own name shall
recall a flower - either Flora or Anton (from [Greek] anthos, a
flower). I, the father, am suffering along with the mother; for I have
a severe cold, with raised temperature and a cough. Nine o'clock: just
returned from a small botanical excursion, where in the fields I indeed
found Viola tricolor var. arvensis (Common Wild Pansy, vulg.
Heart's-Ease), Taraxacum dens Leonis (Dandelion), Senecio vulgaris
(Common Groundsel) andKnautia arvensis (Field Scabious).
December 16. Only this morning at 5 o'clock, after 26 hours in
labor, was my dear wife safely delivered of a healthy son. "Hallowed
be the day when thou to us appearedst!',46 Anton already clenches his
fist!
January 3. Anton is distinctly putting on weight; he already has a
double chin!
January 9. The service in Thun today is being conducted by
Curate Hanggi from Bern, while at home I am drying baby's diapers,
our help having departed in the evening of January 7. Cost 30 francs ·

44

Publication 1885 a.
Offprint of publication 1885 a.
46
Heil sei dem Tag, an we/chem Du bei uns erschienen! Quotation from the mock
cantata in Act III of the 183 7 comic opera Tsar and Carpenter of Albert Lortzing, formerly
a favorite amateur production in seminaries and Catholic schools of German-speaking
Switzerland.
45
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and a great quantity of firewood, but Anton and his mother are worth
the expense.
January 30. Anton Oskar was christened in the Protestant Parish
Church in Thun at 2.15 in the afternoon by Curate Hanggi from Bern.
The certificate of baptism was signed by my friend the Old Catholic
Rev. Charles Migy from Bern.
On February 9, 1887, in very cold weather, we traveled without
accident (in a 2nd-class compartment) to our new destination La
Chaux-de-Fonds [Canton Neuchatel] and took up our new residence
in the Rue de la Chapelle parsonage.
May 23. Today Anton stood all on his own on the settee by
holding on to the back cushion. 5 ¼ months old! When he sees my
portrait, the oil-painting by Stoker, he smiles every time, which gives
me unending pleasure.
Things are beginning to get a little uncomfortable. At 3 .15 this
afternoon, after the blasting for the new water-supply had been
resumed, a stone flew against the window of my living-room smashing a flower-pot and cracking a window-pane - the bottom one
on the right-hand side. 47
October 12. Found a needle on the carpet. If Anton had found it
he would have devoured it! "Wheresoever the carcass is, there will the
eagles be gathered together.',4 8
November 11, 1887. Today six years ago I left St. Helena in
Nebraska in a raging blizzard and crossed the Missouri to Yankton.
During the 15-minute trip in our cockle-shell boat (the normal ferry
having been wrecked in the drift-ice of March 30 of that year and not
yet replaced) I was in some danger of drowning in the furiously
stormy river.
It is also five years since I embarked in Hoboken on the
North-German Lloyd liner Habsburg which was to bring me to Europe
(Bremen) and did so.
And today a mouse ate my dear wife's cape.
December 24. In the evening the Christ-child came. A pretty tree,
hung with golden and silver nuts, silver strings and little cakes and
crowned with a hovering angel, was surrounded at its foot with pears
and apples, oranges and pomegranates.
March 13. It has been snowing continuously since yesterday.
Avalanche disasters in various places. Flooding also. There will be
worse to come!

47
48

This is one of the rare sketches by Th. A. Bruhin who had no talent for drawing.
Matthew 24:28.
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April 17. Today sent Mr. Caesar Schmidt in Zurich a manuscript
entitled "The Avalanche Emergency in Switzerland in 1888",49 for
which he had offered me an honorarium of 40 francs.
The series of avalanche disasters of that winter was not yet over when
Thomas' s publication appeared. In it he cited some historical statistics on
similar years in Switzerland, France, Italy and Austria going back to 1440. His
object was to stimulate giving for the mountain-dwellers in their dire need, and
also to warn against the felling of trees in the affected regions that afforded
some protection from avalanches.
May 16. We go to Rebmann's to be photographed.
June 13. Received from brother-in-law Willibald the news that he
has now been transferred from Cairo to Galati on the Moldau
(Rumania). 50

Th. A. Bruhin, Pastor of the 'Old
Catholic' denomination

Thomas and Catharina Bruhin-Liithy and
Son Anton (Photo Rehmann, La ChauxDe-F onds)

49

Publication 1888 b.
Willibald Magnus Leopold Luthy "the Egyptian", Catharina's brother, Imperial
Secretary at the German Consulate in Cairo.
50
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Thomas now received a new call: the "Old Catholic Fellowship
(alt-katholische Genossenschaft5 1} of Wegenstetten with Hellikon and
Zuzgen" 52 elected him as its clergyman, and his Bishop confirmed the
appointment. "June 30, 1888: To Wegenstetten, where my wife and child plus
mother's help are to follow me as soon as the furniture arrives, which it did on
July 5."
Thomas used every convenient opportunity to pursue his botanical studies.
Even on the day of his move from La Chaux-de-Fonds to Wegenstetten he
recorded:
Lepidium ruderale [Fetid Peppercress], frequent at the
railway-station ofRheinfelden and discovered there by me already on
June 30, 1888! 53
My dear wife again feels that she is to become a mother. Since her
last menstrual period began on September 24 and the day of birth can
be calculated (by Klencke' s54 method) by counting back 3 months
from then (June 24) and adding 7 days, July 1, 1889, will be the
longed-for day. A sisterkin, if it be God's will!
In the event, Thomas's calculation proved highly exact: on July 4, 1889,
Catharina bore her Thomas a second son, who was christened Willibald after
her father. But poor Willibald's destiny was a sad one. Soon after his father
Thomas's death in 1895, he caught diphtheria. The immediate injection of
serum saved the six-year-old boy's life, but left him with the left side of his
brain paralysed. Mentally retarded for the rest of his life, he remained
dependent on his mother.
The tremors of the Kulturkampf in Canton Aargau had by no means fully
subsided, even after seventeen years. The local Press continued to report
provocations, quarrels and damage to property. Thomas, as one of the
champions in the battle between the Old and the Roman Catholics in
Laufenburg seven years before, was repeatedly urged by his parishioners to
re-enter the lists. When he finally did send in a Reader's Letter, however, it
was in his own fashion, with no mention of the burning issue at all:

51

Since the Old Catholics were not part of the established Churches in Switzerland, their
congregations were de jure merely 'associations', not 'parishes'.
52
Three neighboring political townships in the Fricktal of the Canton Aargau.
53
Publication 1894 a, p. I 06.
54
Philipp Friedrich Hermann Klencke (1813-1881), Prussian military surgeon, later
active in science.
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The swarm years of the Cockchafer in Germany, France and Basel
are those years that can be divided by 3 without leaving a remainder;
while in the greater part of Switzerland and especially in Canton Bern
they are those years that leave a remainder of 1 after .division by 3,
and, finally, in Canton Uri and in England they are those years that,
similarly divided by 3, leave a remainder of 2. A year of the
last-mentioned kind is 1889. Remarkably enough, however, this year
is a Cockchafer year (which are known to recur at three-yearly
intervals) in Wegenstetten also. Going in a south-westerly direction
from Wegenstetten into Canton Basel-Land one encounters hundreds
of Cockchafers hanging on [Goat] Willows (Salix caprea). 55
Thomas began to feel certain signs of heart and kidney disorder, and he
decided to give up the ministry soon. Catharina and the two children Anton and
Willibald returned to live in Basel on October 11, 1890. To help support the
family, Catharina, then aged thirty, decided to return to paid employment.
Before her marriage she had acquired commercial knowledge in her father's
timber business in Murg (Germany). Thanks to this, she was able to obtain a
post as branch manager of a chain grocery.
For the time being, Thomas continued to live in the Fricktal, separated
from his family and ministering to his parishioners. He sent regular news to
Catharina, reporting not only on local affairs but also, dutifully, on his financial
situation. Nor was botany forgotten: "February 3, 1891. Dear Wife! Today I
have achieved something in addition: two articles for the Deutsche botanische
Monatsschrift written and sent off, after the first article had been so well
received. The publisher, Professor Leimbach, has named me on the title-page
as collaborator!" Encouraged by this success, Thomas sent in a total of 10
shorter communications to the same journal in the course of the year.56 In one
ofthese57 he admonishes his colleagues: "Many capable botanists are nowadays
still on the warpath against the orthography of botany. While admittedly this
- like calligraphy in general - plays a subordinate role in scientific work, it
must nevertheless not be neglected."

Retirement and Death
On July 15, 1891, Thomas was dismissed "as the result of a repeated
complaint from the Church Council of the W egenstetten Ecclesiastical
Fellowship" - a fate that he shared with the three incumbents who had

55

Publication 1889.
Publications 1891 a-j.
57
Publication 1891 h.

56
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preceded him. Only the flimsiest of pretexts were given by the Council for the
dismissal of his predecessors, while for Thomas it has not been possible to
ascertain any reason at all. One can, however, be fairly certain that botany was
once again to blame. Thomas was not unhappy at the decision, since it gave
him leisure to devote himself to his plants undisturbed. On July 18, 1891,
Thomas joined his family in Basel, registering there as a Partikular, i.e. a
person of private means. On October 7 of the same year he purchased the
property Elsasserstrasse No. 47, in which Catharina was already living as a
tenant with the children. On June 14, 1892, a third son, Eugen Alois, was born,
who soon became the darling of all, especially of his brother Anton. Alas, this
family bliss was not to last: little Eugen died on February 22, 1893.
Thomas' s house was not far from the University Library and the Botanical
Garden, which gave him the opportunity of taking up once more the historical
work on Caspar Bauhin58 that he had begun years before in Einsiedeln. Caspar
Bauhin had been Professor of Greek at the University of Basel before being
appointed to the new Chair of Anatomy and Botany. He came originally from
northern France. His botanical works embody a first step towards binomial
nomenclature, and in 1622 he published the first botanical excursion guide to
Basel in Latin, Catalogus Plantarum circa Basileam sponte nascentium (A
Catalogue of the Plants Growing Wild around Basel, with their vernacular
names and locations for the use of the Basel Medical Faculty). This work is
also the world's second-oldest local flora. Thomas translated it into German
and the modern nomenclature of Linnaeus. On September 1, 1893, he sent the
finished manuscript, the fruit of more than ten years' work, to the Natural
History Society of Basel, which rejected it out of hand on the grounds that he
was not a member. Without ado he sent his manuscript to the publisher of the
Deutsche botanische Monatsschrift, and in February 1894 it appeared,
embellished with the motto Habent sua Fata Libelli (Little books have their
fate). 59 In the Preface Thomas writes: "More than 270 years have passed since
the publication in 1671 of Caspar Bauhin's Catalogus plantarum [circa
Basileam], arguably the first local flora to meet present-day standards, and yet
it is still notable among floras. This is scarcely astonishing in view of the fact
that it already describes 800 plants found in and around Basel." Then follow
Bauhin's texts as far as page 66,60 with Thomas A. Bruhin's transcription in the
binomial nomenclature of Linnaeus. The continuation, comprising pages 67 to
113, was announced but never published. Probably Thomas was not well
enough to revise this last part for the printer.

58

Caspar Bauhin (1560--1624).
From Carmen heroicum ofTerentianus Maurus (late third century A.D.)
60
Publication 1894 b.

59
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Thomas's usually robust health now began to fail rapidly. His realization
that his colleagues among the Old Catholic clergy no longer kept up contact
with him grew, and his concern for his former parishioners dwindled. In the
preface to the guide to Biel/Bienne, Canton Bern that he compiled for the
National Synod of the Old Catholic Church of Switzerland when it met there
in 1884 he had expressed the wishful notion that "the Old Catholic Church,
which, of ancient origin at its core, nevertheless strives to meet the challenge
of modem times by progressive adaptation, holds promise of being the religion
of the future". 61 Now he knew that this wish was not to be fulfilled. While in
this mood, he came into contact with a unique theologian, the Jesuit Abbe Joye,
who later became known in Basel as "the cassocked cineaste". Joye ran a
Sunday School with great success, partly due to the lantern-slides with which
he illustrated the Bible stories but chiefly to the fact that he always finished by
showing a thrilling cine film. 62 This man of ideas visited Thomas a number of
times during the latter's illness. In long discussions at the bedside he helped
Thomas to recognize that neither the Church nor Einsiedeln Monastery was the
cause of his problems. It was, he now realized, his mother who lay at the root
of his clerical difficulties. Impelled by a misguided religious understanding,
she had forced Thomas to become a monk although he wished to study
medicine or natural history. Thomas became reconciled with his original
Roman Catholic faith.
As his last work he took up Daniel Bruckner's Beschreibung historischer
und naturlicher Merkwurdigkeiten der Landschaft Base~ a description of the
historical and natural curiosities of the Basel countryside of 1748. Very neatly,
in pencil, he began to annotate it with the Linnaean botanical names. On
October 8, 1895, however, he died at home of a pericardial dropsy, aged 60

years.
In 1949, a good half-century later, I, the author of this biographical sketch

who is Thomas' s grandson, came into contact during my student days with the
botanist August Binz, the archivist of the Natural History Society of Basel.
Familiar with Thomas' s publications, he showed me various important
documents of my grandfather. They included a small gray notebook - the
rejected manuscript of Bauhinus redivivus - which thereupon he gave me as
a present. August Binz died in 1963. In the same year I became acquainted
with Paul Aellen,63 who is still today acknowledged as an authority on the
adventive flora of Europe. He showed great interest in Thomas' s gray

61

Publication 1884.
Abbe Joseph Joye, SJ (1852- 1919). His unique collection of more than 1,500 silent
fi1ms is on perishable nitrate stock and crumbling into dust. In a race against time, an
international rescue operation has been under way for some years.
63
Paul Aellen (1896-1973), founder of the Botanical Society of Basel.
62
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notebook, and in 1972 asked if he could borrow it for his research. A year later
he was dead. All his 220,000 botanical specimens and all his books and papers,
including Thomas' s manuscript, were crated and deposited in the vaults of the
Library of the Botanical Garden of Geneva at Chambesy. There it now rests,
my grandfather's little gray notebook with the complete manuscript of
Bauhinus redivivus, inaccessible to me.
Habent sua fata Zibelli - little books have their fate - would have been
Thomas's comment, as indeed, almost prophetically, he wrote on the title-page
of that work.
*
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Abbreviations
DB = Deutsche botanische Monatsschrift, Arnstadt.
KK = Verhandlungen der k(aiserlich) k(oniglichen) zoologisch-botanischen
Gesellschaft in Wien.

ZG = Der Zoologische Garten, Frankfurt a/M.
LA = Denotes publications in Latin.
US = Denotes publications concerning the U.S.A., with titles translated into
English in square brackets.

*
1860

"Uber den heiligen Isidor Pelusiota und seine Schriften," in:
Festschrift der Fratres fiir Abt Heinrich [Schmid]. Manuscript,
unpaginated, pp. 78, Stiftsbibliothek Einsiedeln, A 267.

1861 a LA "Plantae Gessnerianae. Addita sunt Synonyma recentiora necnon
Indices tam alphabeticae quam systematicae et Appendices opera
et studio." Manuscript, unpaginated, pp. 17, Stiftsarchiv
Einsiedeln, E. M 17.
1861 b

"Verzeichnis der Coleoptera, Lepidoptera, Meroptera, Diptera,
Hemiptera." Manuscript, pp. 393, Stiftsarchiv Einsiedeln, E. M
487, no year.

1861

"Das Millenarium des hl. Meinrad (t 861), Stimmen aus der
Offentlichkeit." Manuscript, pp. 9, Stiftsbibliothek Einsiedeln.

1863

C

"Geschichte und Literatur der Schweizerfloren," in:
Schulprogramm im Jahresbericht uber die Erziehungsanstalt des
Benediktinerstiftes Maria-Einsiedeln im Studienjahre 1862/63
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(pp. 30) und 1863/64 (pp. 17). Einsiedeln: Gehr. Benziger, [no
year].
1864 a LA "Clavis ad Caspari Bauhini Pinacem Theatri Botanici," in:
Zeitschriftfar die gesamte Naturwissenschaft 23, 128-142.
1864 h

"Flora Einsidlensis. Systematische Aufzahlung der in Einsiedeln
freiwachsenden und haufig cultivirten GefiiBpflanzen," in:
Schulprogramm im Jahresbericht iiber die Erziehungsanstalt des
Benediktinerstiftes Maria-Einsiedeln im Studienjahre 1862/63
und 1863/64. Auch als Separatum erschienen, pp. 75, Einsiedeln:
Gehr. Benziger, [no year].

1865 a LA

"Addenda et Emendanda quaedam ad Clavem Casp. Bauhini," in:
Zeitschriftfar die gesamte Naturwissenschaft 25, 432-433.

1865 h

"Aelteste Flora der Schweiz. Aus den Werken von Conrad
Gessner' s und seiner Zeitgenossen," in: Bericht iiber die Tatigkeit
der St. Gallischen naturwissenschaftlichen Gesellschaft, 18-104.

1865

C

"Beitrage zur Flora Vorarlhergs," in: Rechenschaftsbericht des
vorarlbergischen Museums-Vereins 8, 25-58.

1865 d

Die Gefasskryptogamen Vorarlbergs. Zum Gebrauch bei
botanischen Excursionen. Bregenz: J. N. Teutsch's Druckerei,
1865. Pp. 64.

1866 a LA "Addenda et Emendanda II ad Clavem Casp. Bauhini," in:
Zeitschrift far die gesamte Naturwissenschaft 27, 388-390
[incomplete, contains merely Liher I, Sectiones I und II].
1866 h

"Durch Algau und Vorarlherg. Reminiszenzen einer hotanischen
Exkursion im Spatsommer 1865," in: Feldkircher-Zeitung 6, Nr.
27-33.

1866 C

"Formenreihe fiir Helix nemoralis L. und H. hortensis Miill. und
deren graphische Darstellung," in: Zeitschrift far die gesamte
Naturwissenschaft 27, 382-388.

1866 d

"Kleine Beitrage zur Molluskenfauna Vorarlhergs," in: KK 16,
639- 640.
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1866 e

"Neue Beitrage zur Flora Vorarlbergs," in: Bericht uber die
Tatigkeit der St. Gallischen naturwissenschaftlichen Gesellschaft,
197-220.

1866 f

"Nachtragliches zur «Aeltesten Flora der Schweiz»", in: ibid.,
220.

1866 g

"Ueber deformierte Schnabelbildungen bei Vogeln und Albinos
unter den Thieren," in: ZG 7, 150-152.

1866 h

"Offene Erwiderung" [against the accusation that he had
published the essay «Durch Algau und Vorarlberg» in the
anti-clerical «Feldkircher-Zeitung», with signature] in:
Feldkircher-Zeitung 6, Nr. 34 (relating to publication 1866 b).

1867 a

"Ueber ein monstroses Gemshom," in: ZG 8, 36.

1867 b

"Zoologisches aus der Solothumer Chronik," in: ZG 8, 61-67.

1867 C

"Zur Thierseelenkunde," in: ZG 8, 120.

1867 d

"Ein Frosch als unfreiwilliger Muschelfiinger," in: ZG 8,
236-237.

1867 e

"Originelles Mittel gegen Raubvogel," in: ZG 8, 238-239.

1867 f

"Zur Wirbelthierfauna Vorarlbergs," in: ZG 8, 394-397 und
434--437.

1867 g

Sitzungsbericht. "Abschrift eines Briefes von Franz X. Wulfen an
AL in Ellwangen," in: KK 17, 40-41.

1867 h

Sitzungsbericht. "Bericht iiber ein abnormes Gemsgehom," in:
KK 17, 64-65.

1867 i

Sitzungsbericht. "Nachtrage zur Molluskenfauna Vorarlbergs.
Nachtrage zur Flora Vorarlbergs und teratologische Beitrage," in:
KK 17, 93-98.

1867 k

"Ueber Farbenabanderungen bei Bliiten vorarlbergischer Pflanzen," in: KK 17, 639-642.
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1868 a

"Gemsen-Albinos und Gemsenfang in den rhatischen Alpen," in:
ZG 9, 39.

1868 b

"Periodische Erscheinungen in der Thierwelt von St. Gerold,
aufgezeichnet in den Jahren 1866 und 1867," in: ZG 9, 104--106,
190-191, 283-284.

1868c

"Ungewohnlich zahlreiches Erscheinen des Fichtenkreuzschnabel
in Vorarlberg," in: ZG 9, 118.

1868d

"AuBerordentliche Erscheinungen in der Thierwelt von St. Gerold
im Winter 1867/68," in: ZG 9, 155-156.

1868 e

"Nachtrag zu: Periodische Erscheinungen in der Thierwelt von St.
Gerold," in: ZG 9, 190-191.

1868 f

"Zur Naturgeschichte des Uhu," in: ZG 9, 192.

1868 g

"Der Kreuzschnabel, seine Lachlaute," in: ZG 9, 255.

1868 h

"Periodische Erscheinungen in der Thierwelt von St. Gerold,
aufgezeichnet im Friihjahr 1868," in: ZG 9, 283-284.

1868 i

"Thierpreise in Vorarlberg 1867," in: ZG 9, 286-287.

1868j

"Diagnostik der Vogel aus dem Gesang," in: ZG 9, 414--417.

1868 k

"Der «hangende Stein» bei Bludenz, seine Omis und Flora," in:
Zeitschriftfur die gesamte Naturwissenschaft 31, 301-304.

1868 1

"Die Characeen Vorarlbergs," in: Rechenschaftsbericht des
vorarlbergischen Museums-Vereins 10, 23.

1868 m

"Berichtigung zur Flora Vorarlbergs," in: ibid., 10, 24.

1868 n

Sitzungsbericht. "Bemerkungen zu Neilreichs Abhandlung iiber
botanische Leistungen Bursers und Marsiglis in Nieder-Osterreich
und Hinweis auf Th. A. Bruhins «Clavis ad Casp. Bauhini
Pinacem Theatri botanici»," in: KK 18, 51-52.

1868 0

"Die Wirbelthiere Vorarlbergs. Eine Aufzahlung der bis jetzt
bekannten Saugethiere, Vogel, Amphibien und Fische
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Vorarlbergs, einschliesslich des Rheinthales und des Bodensees,"
in: KK 18, 223-262.
1868 p

"Nachtrage zu den Gefiisskryptogamen Vorarlbergs," in: KK 18,
753-760.

1868 q

"Nachtrage zur Wirbelthier-Fauna Vorarlbergs, des Rheinthales
und des Bodensees," in: KK 18, 877-880.

1868 r US

"Die amerikanische Agave [The American Agave, Agave
Americana]," in Alte und Neue Welt. lllustrierte Katholische
Monatsschrift zur Unterhaltung und Belehrung 2, 83.

1868 s US

"Zur Geschichte der katholischen Kirche in Wisconsin [On the
History of the Catholic Church in Wisconsin]," in: ibid. 2, 84-88,
108-110 und 133-136 [published anonymously N. N.: «Auf
Wunsch des hochwiirdigen V erfassers erscheint dieser Aufsatz
anonym»].

1869 a US

Blumenlese Deutsch-amerikanischer Gedichte. Den deutschen
Auswanderem gewidmet von P. Th. A. Bruhin [A posy of
German-American poems, dedicated to the German emigrants].
Ziirich: Friedrich SchultheiB, 1869. Pp. 77.

1869 b

"Einige altere Angaben iiber hahnenfedrige Hennen," in: ZG 10,
63-64.

1869 c US

"Meine Beobachtungen iiber den Racoon [My Observations on
the Racoon, Procyon lotor]," in: ZG 10, 251-252, und 11 (1870),
65.

1869 d US

Sitzungsbericht. "Brief aus New Roek [scil. Koeln, Letter from
New Coeln Milwaukee County, Wisconsin]", in: KK 19, 41.

1870 a US

"Ueber das Vorkommen einiger Nagethiere in und um New Coln
[On the Occurrence of Some Rodents in and Around New
Coeln]," in: ZG 11, 267-268.

1870 b

"Die Iris der Vogel, insbesondere der Raub-, Sumpf- und
Schwimmvogel der deutschen Fauna, als unterscheidendes
Merkmal der Arten, des Alters und Geschlechtes," in: ZG 11,
290--295.
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Review

[June

1870 c US

Sitzungsbericht. "Brief aus New-Coln nachst Milwaukee in
Wisconsin [Letter from New Coeln near Milwaukee in
Wisconsin]," in: KK 20, 43-44.

1870 d

"Einige seltene Pflanzen Neu-Kolns und deren Standorte US
[Some Rare New-Coeln Plants and Their Locations]," in: KK 20,
633-634.

1870 e US

"Zur Flora Wisconsins [On the Flora of Wisconsin]," in: KK 20,
1003-1008.

1870 fUS

"Aufruf an die Naturforscher und Naturfreunde Wisconsins
[Appeal to the Naturalists and Nature-loving Public of
Wisconsin]," in: Der Milwaukee See-Bote, Nr. 30, 5.5.1870.

1871 a US

"Beitrage zur popularen Pflanzenkunde Wisconsins
[Contributions to the Popular Botany of Wisconsin]," in: Der
Milwaukee See-Bote, Nr. 10 (February 1871), 12, (July), 20-31.

1871 b US "Uber Ankunft und Briitezeit einiger nordamerikanischer
Zugvogel [Concerning the Arrival and Nesting-time of Some
North American Migratory Birds] (in New Coeln)," in: ZG 12,
10-18.
1871 c US

"Die Hausthiere des Milwaukee County [The Domestic Animals
of Milwaukee County]," in: ZG 12, 64.

1872 a US

"Notizen iiber den amerikanischen Bison [Notes on the American
Bison], in: ZG 13, 126---127.

1872 b US

"Unsere gefiederten Wintergaste [Our Feathered Winter Guests],
in: ZG 13, 157-158.

1872 c US

"Zur nordamerikanischen Vogelsprache [On the Language of
North American Birds], "in: ZG 13, 187-188.

1872 d US "Die von mir bis jetzt in und um Neu-Coeln beobachteten
Saugetiere [The Mammals I sighted Until Now in and Around
New Coeln]," in: ZG 13, 251-252, und 14 (1873), 431-432.
1872 e

"Zoologisches aus den Frankfurter MeBrelationen," in: ZG 13,
309-314,341-343,372-375; 14,261-265,301-305.
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"Arboretum Salesianum. Die Baume und Straucher des Parks
beim Priester-Seminar [The Trees and Shrubs of the Park at the
Seminary], in: «Columbia» Milwaukee, 1, Nr. 43 (cited in
publication 1876 b, 230).

1874 a US "Die milchsaftfiihrenden Gewachse des Town Lake im
Milwaukee Co [The Chylaceous Plants of Town Lake in
Milwaukee County]," in: ibid. 2, Nr. 33 (cited in publication
1876 b, 230).
1874 b US "Die Rosen New Colns [The Roses of New Coeln]," in: ibid., 2.
Jg., Nr. 29 (cited in publication 1876 b, 230).
1874 c US

"Die windenden und klimmenden Pflanzen des Town Lake [The
Winding and Climbing Plants of Town Lake]," in: ibid. 2,
1.10.1874 (cited in publication 1876 b, 231).

1874 d US "Fundorte seltener Pflanzen im Town Lake [Sites of Rare Plants
in Town Lake]," in: ibid., 2, Nr. 23 (cited in publication 1876 b,
230).
1874 e US

"Merkwiirdigkeiten der Flora des Town Lake [Peculiarities of the
Flora of Town Lake], in: «Columbia» Milwaukee, 2. Jg., Nr. 36
(cited in publication 1876 b, 231).

1874 fUS

"Die Amphibien des County Milwaukee" [The Amphibia in
Milwaukee County], in: ZG 15, 312-314.

1874 g US

"Unsere Ameiva, eine Amphibienart [Our Ameiva, an Amphibian
Genus]," in: ZG 15, 396.

1874 h US "Unser Krebs [Our Crab]," in: ZG 15, 396-397.
1874 i US

"Der Cuckoo, ein niitzlicher Vogel [The Cuckoo, Coccygus
Erythrophthalmus, a useful bird]," in: ZG 15, 397.

1874 j US Vaccinium novae-coloniae Bruhin, nova species. Descriptio.
LA Notes: Novae Coloniae die 26. Maji 1874, 8 vo. Sheet. Location:
Harvard OnLine Library Information System: Botany
Gray/Arnold: MH 233 B83, Library has 2c.
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1875 a US

Review

[June

"SechsjahrigeBeobachtungen iiberersteErscheinungen im Thierund Pflanzenleben New Colns [Six Years' Observations on First
Appearances of Animals and Plants of New Coeln]," in: KK 25,
811-818.

1875 b US "Zur Flora Centrevilles [On the Flora of Centerville]," in: Der
Milwaukee See-Bote, 24. Jg., Nr. 283 (cited in publication 1876
b,231).
1875 c US

"Sperlinge [Old World Sparrows] in Milwaukee," in: ZG 16, 38.

1875 d US "Die Vogel von New Coeln im Staate Wisconsin [The Birds of
New Coeln in the State of Wisconsin],"in: ZG 16, 414-- 417.
1876 a US

"Die Gefiisskryptogamen Wisconsins [The Vascular Cryptogams
of Wisconsin]," in: «Concordia» von Green Bay, 2, Nr. 4 (cited
in publication 1876 b, 231).

1876 b US "Vergleichende Flora Wisconsins
Wisconsin]," in: KK 26, 229-286.
1876 c US

[Comparative Flora of

"Meine Beobachtungen iiber die Thierwelt [My Observations of
the Animal World] bei Centreville, Manitowoc," in: ZG 17,261.

1877 a US Die Gefasskryptogamen Wisconsins. [The Vascular Cryptogams
of Wisconsin]. Milwaukee: Sulzer und Hanke, 1877.
1877 b US "Nachtrage und Berichtigungen zur «Vergleichenden Flora
Wisconsins» [Addenda and Corrigenda to the Comparative Flora
of Wisconsin]," in: KK 27, 859-866.
1877 c US

"Der Kartoffelkafer [The Colorado Beetle] (Doryphora
decemlineata, Leptinotarsa recentior)," in: ZG 18, 321-323.

1877 d US

"Zur Fauna Nordamerikas [On the Fauna ofNorth America]," in:
ZG 18, 394--396.

1878 a US

"Zweiter Nachtrag zur Vergleichenden Flora Wisconsins [Second
Supplement to the Comparative Flora of Wisconsin]," in: KK 28,
633-644.
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1878 b

"Mein Wappen. Heraldische Studie von Rev. Th. A. Bruhin von
Schwyz, gegenwartig in Potosi, Wisconsin, am Mississippi," in:
Bote der Urschweiz, Beilage zu Nr. 15, 5 [originally in
Milwaukee See-Bote, according to diary entry of Th. A. Bruhin,
208].

1878 c US

Th. A. Rubin (Pseudonym), Sphinx Americana, Rathselsammlung
[Sphinx Americana: A Collection of Riddles]. Milwaukee: Carl
Dorflinger, 1878. Pp. 37.

1878 d US

"Die Sperlinge sind in Wisconsin vorgedrungen [The (Old World)
Sparrows Have Advanced into Wisconsin],"in: ZG 19, 25.

1878 e US

"Friihlingsboten (Eine Phanologie in gereimten Distichen),
[Harbingers of Spring: A Phenology in Rhymed Distichs ]," in:
ZG 19, 125-126.

1879 US

"Ein Curiosum (die Blauvogel betreffend) [An Oddity
(Concerning the Eastern Bluebird)] Sialia sialis," in: ZG 20, 381.

1880 a US

Sitzungsbericht. "Neue Entdeckungen in der Flora Wisconsins
[New Discoveries in the Flora of Wisconsin]," in: KK 29, 42--43.

1880 b US "Ankunft der Zugvogel [Arrival of Migratory Birds] in Potosi,"
in: ZG 21,220.
1880 c US

"Aus dem Leben eines Robin-Parchens (Turdus migratorius)
[From the Life of a Pair of American Robins]," in: ZG 21,284.

1880 d US "Notizen uber den Starling, Sturnella neglecta und den
Virginischen Hasen (Lepus virginianus) [Notes on the Eastern
Meadowlark, Sturnella Neglecta, and the Virginian Hare (Lepus
virginianus)]," in: ZG 21, 375
1884

Biel und seine Umgebung, nebst einem botanischen Anhang. Biel:
A. Schuler, 1884. Pp. 35.

1885 a US

"Prodromus Florae adventicae Boreali-Americanae, Vorlaufer
einer Flora der in Nordamerika eingewanderten freiwachsenden
oder im Grossen cultivierten Pflanzen [Precursor of a Flora of
Wild or Large-scale Cultivated Plants Immigrated into North
America]" in: KK 35, 387--450.
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Review

[June

1885 b

"Der Thunersee und Thun in botanischer Hinsicht - Liste des
etrangers," Thun 1885, Nr. 8-16. Fol. Autor: Th. A. B(ruhin)
(diary entry of Th. A. Bruhin, 252).

1886 US

"Leguminosen der Prarie [Leguminosae of the Prairie]," in: «Der
Neue Hausfreund», Nr. 17 (diary entry of Th. A. Bruhin, 254).

1888 a US

"Romanze, nach einer wahren Begebenheit [A Romance, based
on a true event]," in: Heimath und Fremde, Blatter far
Unterhaltung und Belehrung. Organ fiir Volkswirtschaft,
Kolonisation und fiir die Schweizer im Auslande. Gratis-Beilage
zum Schweizer Handels-Courier, Biel und Bern, 1, Nr. 19,269.

1888 b

Die Lawinennoth in der Schweiz im Jahre 1888. Zurich: Casar
Schmidt, 1888. Pp. 52.

1889

"Die Flugjahre der Maikafer," in: Volksstimme aus dem Frickthal,
Nr. 37, 8.5.1889.

1890

"Uber Dressur von Tieren," in: ZG 31, 350.

1891 a

"Stellung von Carax strigosa im System," in: DB 9, 43.

1891 b

"Uber Acclimatisation der Phytolacca decandra L.," in: DB 9, 76.

1891 c

"Wahlenberg und Wahlberg," in: DB 9, 77.

1891 d

"Gallium triflorum," in: DB 9, 77.

1891 e

"Smilacina oder Majanthemum," in: DB 9, 77.

1891 f

"Botanische Notiz iiber Stenactis bellidiflora Al. Br.," in: DB 9,
77-78.

1891 g

"Uber Rechtschreibung einiger Pflanzennamen," in: DB 9, 136138.

1891 h

"Uber Ophioglossum vulgatum L.," in: DB 9, 138.

1891 i

"Elodea canadensis noch einmal," in: DB 9, 139.
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1891j

"Ein neuer Fundort der Cecidomyia glechomae Kieff," in: DB 9,
189.

1893

"Synoptische Flora des Bezirks Rheinfelden, Kanton Aargau,
Schweiz," in: DB 11, 156---157, 173-174 (continuation 1894 a).

1894 a

"Synoptische Flora des Bezirks Rheinfelden, Kanton Aargau,
Schweiz," in: DB 12, 27- 28, und 106---115 (incomplete, not
continued).

1894 b

"Bauhinus redivivus, d.i. Caspar Bauhins Verzeichnis der
Pflanzen Basels im neuen Kleide," in: DB (Beigabe zu Jg. 1894)
12, 1-36 (incomplete, not continued).

1895 a US

"Euphora maculata L. sp. Pl. (Euphorbia polygonifolia Jacq. ?),"
in: DB 13, 63.

1895 b

"Juncus lamprocarpus oder lampocarpus?" m: DB 13, 158
(posthumous).
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Review

[June

Th. A. Bruhin's Announcement of His Certain Discovery of a New Plant Species in
New Coeln, Noted in Th. A. Bruhin Publications as 1874 j US LA.
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